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Model：PC600 



IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
For Household only 

WHEN USING ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, BASIC SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
SHOULD ALWAYS BE FOLLOWED, INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING: 

Please read this entire manual before using this device, paying extra attention to 
these safety warnings and guidelines. Please keep this manual in a safe place for 
future reference. 

 

IMPORTANT: 

This appliance is not intended for use by persons with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been 
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

Children shall not use or play with this appliance. Close supervision is necessary 
to keep appliance and cord out of reach of children during use. 

WARNING: 

The blades are not affixed to the unit. They are removable and very sharp. 
Handle with care! 

CAUTION: 

In order to avoid a hazard due to inadvertent resetting of the thermal cut-out, this 
appliance must not be supplied through an external switching device, such as a 
timer, or connected to a circuit that is regularly switched on and off by the utility. 

WARNING: 

TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE, ELECTRIC SHOCK OR INJURY: 

1. To protect against electrical shock, do not submerge the appliance or allow the power cord 

to come into contact with water or any other liquid. 

2. DO NOT allow young children to operate the appliance or use as a toy. Close supervision is 

necessary when any appliance is used near children. 

3. Never leave an appliance unattended when in use. 

4. Turn the appliance off and remove the power cord from the electrical outlet when not in 

use, before assembling or disassembling parts, accessing parts that move while in use and 



before cleaning. To unplug, grasp the plug and from the electrical outlet. Never from the 

power cord. 

5. DO NOT abuse the power cord. Never carry the appliance by the power cord or yank it to 

disconnect from electrical outlet; instead, grasp the plug and to disconnect. 

6. DO NOT use with damaged cord or plug. Contact Customer Service or Service Center for 

the repair or replacement of the line cord. 

7. DO NOT USE if the appliance is not working, has been dropped, dropped into water, 

damaged or left outdoors. 

8. NO SERVICEABLE PARTS. Incorrect re-assembly or repair can cause a risk of electrical shock 

or injury to persons when the appliance is used. Contact Customer Service or Service 

Center for the repair or replacement under the warranty agreement. 

9. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent 

or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard. 

10. DO NOT let the power cord hang over the edge of table or counter or touch hot surfaces 

such as the stove. 

11. Always use the appliance on a dry, level surface. 

12. Keep hands, hair, clothing, as well as utensils out of container while processing or blending 

to reduce the risk of severe injury to persons or damage to the appliance. A scraper may 

be used but only when the appliance is not running. 

13. CAUTION: The blades are not affixed to the unit. They are removable and extremely sharp. 

When handling the blade assembly, do not hold the blades but rather always hold by the 

base of the blade assembly. Blades are sharp. Handle carefully! 

14. Avoid contact with moving parts. 

15. DO NOT attempt to sharpen blades. 

16. DO NOT use the appliance if blade assembly is bent or damaged. 

17. To reduce the risk of injury, never attempt to place the blades assembly onto the motor 

base without first assembling the blade assembly to the cup. 

18. DO NOT operate this appliance on or near any hot surfaces (such as gas or electric burner 

or in a heated oven). 

19. The use of attachments or accessories, not recommended by the manufacturer may result 

in fire, electric shock or personal injury. 

20. DO NOT remove any cup from the motor base while the appliance is in operation. Always 

unplug the unit when not in use. 



21. To reduce the risk of injury, NEVER operate the appliance without the blade assembly in 

place; DO NOT try to defeat the interlock mechanism; make sure that the attachment is 

properly installed before operating the appliance. 

22. CAUTION: DO NOT PROCESS HOT FOODS OR HOT LIQUIDS. Allow hot ingredients to cool 

before processing. 

23. Extreme caution must be used when moving an appliance containing hot food, water or 

other liquids. 

24. DO NOT expose cups to extreme temperature changes. 

25. CAUTION: DO NOT process dry ingredients without adding liquid to the cup. This product 

is not intended for dry blending. 

26. DO NOT overfill. Do not exceed "MAX" fill line. 

27. DO NOT operate the appliance empty. 

28. If the appliance overheats, a thermal switch will become activated and shut off the motor. 

To reset, unplug the appliance and let it cool down for approximately 30 minutes before 

using again. 

29. To reduce the risk of burns, always allow the appliance to cool before taking off parts and 

before cleaning. 

30. Max ON time is 1 minute under loading. If the appliance overheats, a thermal switch will 

become activated and shut off the motor. To reset, unplug the appliance and let it cool 

down for approximately 30 minutes before using again. 

31. THIS PRODUCT IS INTENDED FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY. Do not use this appliance for 

anything other than its intended use. Do not use outdoors. 

32. Appliance accessories are not intended to be used in the microwave as it may result in 

damage to the accessories. 

WARNING:  Extension cords are not recommended for use with this product. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS (EMF) 

This appliance complies with all requirements relating to electromagnetic fields 
(EMF). 

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 

 

INTRODUCTION 



Thank you for purchasing this Balzano product! This blender delivers high of 
professional blending power. It is equipped with a motor made with pure copper 
conductors, which improves motor lifespan. It includes an integrated circuit controller, 
with built-in shutdown protections circuits and high-speed, mixed-speed, and pulse 
operating modes. This blender allows you to break down fruits and vegetables for 
nutrient-rich juices at home or on the go. For on the go use, simply twist on 
drinking lid and take your drinks with you. Not going out? No problem Save your 
blends all in the same cup! Just twist on the sealable lid and store in the fridge to 
enjoy at a later time. All parts are BPA free and dishwasher safe (except Motor 
unit). 

 

FEATURES 
● 1000 watts of blending power 

● High-speed, mixed-speed, and pulse operating modes 

● Includes three blending/drinking cups 

● 1000ml and 450ml capacity blending/drinking cups 

● Blending/drinking cups are with BPA-free plastic 

● Includes a drinking lid and a storage lid 

● Stainless steel cross blade with 6 blades 

● Dishwasher safe (except motor unit) 

 

PACKAGE CONTENTS 
Please take an inventory of the package contents to ensure you have all the items 
listed below: 

1 x Motor unit 

2 x 1000ml blending/drinking cup 

1 x 450ml blending/drinking cup 

1 x Blade base 

1 x Drinking lid 



1 x Storage lid 

1 x User's manual 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: Before using your appliance for the first me, clean all of the accessories 
(except for the motor unit) in warm soapy water. Rinse and dry thoroughly. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Using the Appliance 
Caution: Make sure the motor unit is unplugged from the power source. 
1. Place the motor unit on a firm, flat, level surface. 

Tall blending/drinking cup 

Cross blade 

Blade base 

Motor unit 

Short blending/drinking 

cup 

Control panel 

Base feet 

Drinking lid 

Storage lid 



2. Fill the blending cup with your ingredients and connect with the cross blade for blending 
purpose. Rotate the blade base on to the cup tightly in clockwise direction. Do not exceed 
the “MAX” level on the cup. 

3. Rotate the cup into the motor unit in clockwise direction. Make sure the cup is locked firmly. 
4. Plug in the appliance. 
5. Press “ON/OFF” button to turn on the unit. Press “LOW-HIGH” button once, the appliance 

starts working at low speed. Press it again, the appliance will work at high speed. 
If you want to use pulse function during operation, press “PULSE” button once to let the 
appliance stop first, and then press ““PULSE” button again to run the appliance with full 
speed for 2 seconds. Repeat if needed. 

6. After use, press “ON/OFF” button to turn off the appliance and then unplug it. 
NOTE: This product is equipped with 1 safety switch (A) on the motor unit. If the blade base 
is not assembled correctly, the safety switch will not be activated and the machine will not 
work when switched on. Do not use any tools to press the safety switch in order not to cause 
any damage. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Important! 
1. For blending purpose, please cut ingredients into pieces if the food is solid. Assemble the 

blade base with the cup tightly, otherwise it will leak. Do not stir dry solid ingredients only. 

2. After 60s continuously operation of the appliance for blending, the model will stop 

automatically. It is required to be stopped for 5 minutes to prevent over-heating. After 5 

cycles, let the appliance has a rest to cool down. 

3. Please make sure never to put any hard objects in the blender as they could damage the 

blade or the cup. Please remove all hard kernels from the fruit before blending. 

4. The maximum weight of ingredients in the short blending cup cannot exceed 120g. 

5. After 0.5 minute continuously operation of the appliance for blending, it is required to be 

stopped for 5 minutes to prevent overheating. After 5 cycles, let the appliance have a rest 

to cool down. 

6. Pulse function can be used for ice crushing and for help with cleaning purpose. When 

crushing ice cubes, please remember to add some water into the cup. 



 

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 
1. Always unplug the appliance before cleaning. 
2. Do not immerse the motor unit in water or any other liquids. Clean it with a damp cloth and 

dry thoroughly. 
3. Disassemble the other parts after each use and wash them in soapy water. Then rinse with 

clean water and dry thoroughly. 
4. Only the motor unit cannot be cleaned in a dishwasher. The other parts are dishwasher safe 

as long as the temperature is not above 60℃. You can also use the pulse function for quick 
cleaning if needed. 

5. Do not use any parts in a microwave. 

 

FAULT ANALYSIS AND SOLUTION 

Failure(s) Analysis Solution 

Motor not work 

Plug not contact to power 
Check socket is well and 
contact completely. 

Cup installed not correct 
or in place. 

Check the cup if installed 
completely. 

Motor protector in 
working 

Restart after 20-30 mins 

Stop working at 
midway 

Too much food in the 
cup which caused 
overload or block up then 
ceased 

Decrease the food in the cup 
and restart 

Long time working, and 
protected intelligently 

Restart after 20-30 mins 

Leakage under 
blade seat 

Blade seal broken for 
blender cup, too much 
water for bowl. 

Turn off the machine and 
take out the food, check the 
screw, seal and install again. 

❖ If problems persist, contact an approved BALZANO service technician. Always use a 

certified technician / electrician. 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 



Rated voltage: 220-240V~ 

Rated frequency: 50/60Hz 

Rated wattage: 1000W 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY DISPOSAL 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do not throw away the appliance with the normal household waste 

at the end of its life, but hand it in at an official collection point for 

recycling. By doing this, you help to preserve the environment. 

BALZANO products are intended for household use only 

BALZANO has policy of continuous improvement in product quality and design. 

The company, therefore reserves the right to change the specification of its model 

at any time. 

www.balzano.com 



 


